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Given a transition system and a cover P of the set of its states, a set of local 
invariants with respect o P is defined as a set of predicates in bijection with the set 
of the blocks of P and in such a way that a local invariant be true every time the 
system is in a state belonging to the corresponding block of the cover. This 
definition is proved to be sufficiently general in the sense that any proof made by 
using global invariants can be also made by using sets of local invariants with 
respect to any cover P. The same result is proved for two more restrictive 
definitions of the notion of local invariant by using well-known properties of 
connections between lattices. Finally, it is shown that the notion of invariant 
assertion, commonly used for proving programs, can be deduced from the definition 
of local invariant when a transition system represents a program. In this case, the 
fixed point equations characterizing local invariants can be simplified to obtain 
semantical equations of programs. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Proving a program consists of  searching for and establishing the val idity 
of  a set of  assertions. Accord ing to the type of  the assertions used in proof  
methods at least two classif icat ion criteria can be considered: 
First, the nature of  the propert ies expressed by the assertions. For  
example,  an assertion can express an invariant property (Pnueli, 1979; 
Sifakis, 1979), i.e., a statement which remains always true or a noninvariant 
one, i.e., a statement which can or should become true in some future. 
Second, the local ity or the globabl i ty of  the assertions. In some methods, 
assertions are associated with subsets of  program states (for example, with 
labels representing control  points as in F loyd,  1967) while in other methods 
global assertions are used (as in Keller, 1976). 
Concern ing the latter criterion, although the dist inction between local and 
global assertions is quite easy to comprehend,  there exists no study, to our 
knowledge, establ ishing in a formal manner  relations between these two 
notions. Such a study could al low the compar ison of  the different proof  
methods and also tackl ing general problems such as: 
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(i) How to decompose a global assertion into a set of logically 
equivalent local assertions expressing a property of the same type. 
(ii) Among all the possible decompositions i  there any one leading 
to simpler proof methods? 
(iii) Finally, are the two approaches using global and local assertions 
equivalent, i.e., can for any proof method using global assertions a proof 
method using local assertions be found, and conversely? 
The aim of this paper is to answer these questions in the case of transition 
systems, for assertions expressing invariant properties. The choice of tran- 
sition systems as a working model has been motivated by the desire to obtain 
results easily formulated and of general applicability. 
Proof methods using global assertions eem to be more general since for 
any local assertion it is possible to find an equivalent global assertion 
(maybe, after introducing some labels or auxiliary variables to characterize 
control points). Thus, a main problem to be studied is the existence, for any 
global assertion, of equivalent sets of local assertions. Studying this problem 
in the case of invariants requires first, a definition of the notions of global 
and local invariant for transition systems. 
If for global invariants a generally accepted definition exists (see, for 
example, Keller, 1976; Mazurkiewicz, 1974; Sifakis, 1979), this is not the 
case for local invariants for which a (hopefully) sufficiently general 
definition must be devised. This is done in Section II, where given a cover P 
of the states Q of a transition system, a set of local invariants with respect o 
P is defined as a set of unary predicates on Q in bijection with the set of the 
blocks of P and such that a local invariant is true every time the system is in 
a state belonging to the corresponding block of the cover. Also, a charac- 
terization is provided of both local and global invariants as fixed points of 
monotonic predicate transformers built from one and the same basic 
predicate transformer. In Section III, it is shown that the proposed efinition 
of local invariants is sufficient in the sense that for any unary predicate X
and any given cover of the set of states there e.'dsts a set of predicates Y in 
bijection with this cover such that X is a global invariant if and only if Y is a 
set of local invariants with respect o P. Furthermore, two more restrictive 
definitions for local invariants are proved to be sufficient by using well- 
known results on the connections between lattices. In Section IV, it is shown 
that the notion of invariant assertion, commonly used for proving programs, 
can be deduced from the definition of local invariant when a transition 
system represents a program. In this case, the fixed point equations charac- 
terizing local invariants can be simplified to obtain semantical equations of 
programs. 
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II. THE NOTIONS OF GLOBAL AND LOCAL INVARIANT 
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II. 1. Transition Systems 
A transition system (Keller, 1972) is defined to be a tuple s = (Q,-,),  
where Q is a set of states and ~ is a transition relation on Q (~ c_ Q × Q). 
The relation -* represents the transitions or actions of S: q ~ q' means that 
there exists an action executable from state q, and that after its execution the 
resulting state is q'. The behaviour of a transition systems from a given state 
q is represented by the set of the state sequences q0,..., qi, qi+ 1,..., such that 
q = q0 and qi -~ qi+ I" 
Transition systems are a very primitive model making use of few notions, 
such as those of state and transition which are at the base of every discrete 
model. They are a sequential nondeterministic model: sequential in the sense 
that only one transition can be executed at a time and nondeterministic n
the sense that generally more than one transition is executable from a given 
state. Clearly, every sequential discrete system can be represented, at some 
level of abstraction, by a transition system. Futhermore, insofar as 
concurrency in the functioning of a system can be represented by global 
nondeterminism (as in Ashcroft, 1975 and Keller, 1976), transition systems 
can be considered as a primitive model for concurrent systems too. 
II.2. Invariants as Fixed Points of Monotonic Operators 
II.2.1. Definitions 
Given a set Q, we identify a unary predicate on Q with its characteristic 
set. Thus, for a unary predicate P the following three notations are 
equivalent: P(q) = true, P(q), q E P. 
L = (2 °, U, r3, --, ~)  represents the lattice of the subsets of Q with the 
operations of union, intersection, complementation, and the set inclusion 
relation. We denote by [L -~L]  the set of the internal mappings of L 
(predicate transformers on L) and extend U, (3, - ,  c on [L-+L] in the 
usual manner: for f, gE [L ~ L], f~)  g=2X.  f (X )U  g(X), fag= 
)~X. f (X )~ g(X), f =2X.  f(X), f g ge> VX( f (X)~ g(X)). Also, we 
introduce the following notation: Id L = 2X.  X, f=  2X.  f(27), f o g = 
)~X. f(g(X)). 
DEFINITION. Given a transition system S = (Q, ~), a (global) invariant 
of S is a predicate X on Q such that, Vq, q'C Q (X(q) and q~q'  implies 
X(q')), i.e., X is a set of states containing all its possible successors. 
DEFINITION. Let S = (Q, ~)  be" a transition system and P = (PI ..... Ps) be 
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an s-tuple of predicates on Q such that ~,_)~=lPi= Q. A set of local 
invariants (SLI) with respect o P is an s-tuple of predicates Y = (Y~ ..... Ys) 
such that ~/q, q' E Q, V i, k E [ 1, s], (Yi(q) and Pi(q) and q ~ q' and Pk(q')) 
implies Yk(q'), i.e., if a state q satisfies Pi and the local invariant Y; 
associated with Pi, then for every successor q' of q: Pk(q') implies Yk(q'). 
11.2.2. The Predicate Transformer pre 
Given a transition system S = (Q, --,), pre denotes a predicate transformer 
(wee  [L--,L]) defined by pre=def)~X2q (3q' (q~q '  and X(q')), i.e., 
pre(X) represents he set of the states from which it is possible to reach some 
state of X by executing one transition. Also, we denote by post the predicate 
transformer post=def2x2q (3q' (q '~q and X(q'))), i.e., if ~-~ is the 
inverse of -~, then the post predicate transformer for (Q,-,) is the pre 
predicate transformer for (Q, ~-  l). 
The following are well-known properties of the predicate transformer pre 
(Sifakis, 1979). 
PROPERTIES 1. For every transition system S = (Q,-~), 
(a) pre(O) = ~ and dually p~e(a) = O. 
(b) for every set of predicates {Xi} i, 
(U Xi i = U pre(Xi) (distributivity w.r.t, to disjunction) pre 
\ i  / i 
(c) X 1 ~_X 2 implies pre(Xl)_c pre(X2) (monotonicity) and X~ c_X z 
implies p'(e(X,) ~ pfe(X2). 





For every transition system S = (Q, ~), 
pre o p~st ~_ Id L and dually, ld L ~ ~e o post. 
post o p~e ~_ ld L and dually, Id L c po~st opre. 
For predicates X 1 , X 2 on Q, 
pre(Xt) A pre(X2) ~ [p"{e(X 0 ~3 p'Te(X2) ] 
___ pre(X 1 ~ X2) ___ pre(X 0 (3 pre(X2) 
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and dually, 
pTe(X,) U pTe(X~) _= pTe(X, u X~) 







For a transition system S the following propositions are 
X is a global invariant of S, 
post(X) c: X, 
x_= pTe(X). 
In Sifakis (1979). | 
PROPOSITION 2. Let  S = (Q, -~) be a transition system, P = (PI ..... P,) a 
tuple of predicates on Q such that U~-1Pi = Q. The following propositions 
are equivalent: 
(a) (Y1 .... , Y,) is a set of local invariants with respect o P. 
(b) For iE  [1, s], 
(' ) 
J 
(c) For i~ [a,s], 
Pi N post Pj N _~ Yi. 
J 
Proof. (a) is equivalent o (b): We obtain successively the following 
equivalent statements: 
Vi, kE  [1, s], 
Vq, q' E Q[ Yi(q) and Pi(q) and q -~ q' and Pk(q' ) implies Yk(q')], 
Vi, kE  [1, s], 
V q E Q[ Yi(q) implies fii(q) or V q' E Q (non(q ~ q' ) or Pk(q' ) • Yk(q'))], 
ViE [1, s], 
Vq E Q[ Yi(q) implies fii(q) or Vk E [1, s] p~e (/~k U Y~)(q)]. 
And by distributivity of pTe with respect o N: 
ViE  [1, s] Y i~f i iU~e n~_ l  (/~k LJ Yk)" 
643/53/I 2-7 
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(b) implies (c) 
ViE [1, s] Yi~_fiiU~e fl (ilk u Yk) implies, 
k=l  
ViE[1, s]PiNYi~_PinP'(e fl (fikUYk) implies, 
k=l  
Pi N Yi ~ Pi N p'(e (ilk U Yk) implies, 
i= l  i k~l  
P i n Yi c_ p'(e fl (ilk U Yk) implies, 
i=1 k=l  
post (U~=lP iNY i )~posto~enSk=l ( f i kUYk)CnSk=l (_PkUYk)  , by 
application of Properties l(c) and 2(b). The relation post U~=l Pi ~ Yi~ 
n ~= 1 (ilk U Yk) is equivalent to Vk E [ 1, s], Pk n post {,_) ~= ~ Pin  Yi ~-- Yk" 
(C) implies (b) Vk ~ [1, s] Pk n post U~_ 1 Pi n Yi ~- Yk is equivalent 
to, post(U~=l P iN Yi) c_ n~,=l (ilk u Yk)" This implies, p~e o post(U~=~ P i~ 
Yi)~_n~=~(fikUYk). By the dual of Property 2(a) we have, U~=~Pin 
Yi~_p~en~l(f ikUYk) which is equivalent to ViE[1,s],  Yi~fii U 
~en~=,( f fkUYk) .  II 
III. CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN LOCAL AND GLOBAL INVARIANTS 
In this part we always refer to the same transition system S = (Q, ~)  with 
predicate lattice L and the same tuple P = (P1 ..... P~) such that U~= 1Pi-- Q. 
III. 1. More Restrictive Definitions for SLI's 
The following notations are used: 
(i) LS = ((2Q)~,U, n.,  --- ) is the lattice the elements of which are s- 
tuples of elements of L; U, n. ,  ~- on L ~ are componentwise extensions of 
U, N., =- on L. 
(ii) (Yi)~ represents an element of L s whose ith component is Yi; we 
simply write (Yi)i for a tuple whose number of elements is irrelevant or 
understood by the context. Moreover, (X)i represents a tuple having all its 
elements equal to X. 
(iii) For elements A, B of a given lattice we represent by [A,B] the 
sublattice (if there exists any) having as supremum A and as infimum B. 
(iv) f and g represent the following functions fC IL~L~I ,  
g~ [LS-~L]: 
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f=~er 2X . (P1 (3 X,..., Ps ~ X) = 2X . (Pi ~ X)~ , i.e., f takes X and gives the 
vector (P INX,  .... PsChX), g=der2(Y 1.... , Ys)" 0~=1 (Pi ~) Yi)=2(Yi)~ "
O~=l(ffik..)Yi), i.e., g takes a vector (YI ..... Ys) and gives the set 
n~=, (fii u Yi)" 
Notice that by using these notations tatements (a)-(c) of Proposition 2 can 
be expressed, respectively, by: (a) YEL  ~ is a set of local invariants, (b) 
yc fo  p'(e o g(Y), (c) fo  post o ~(Y) _~ Y. 
PROPERTIES 3. 
(a) f is distributive with respect o both 1._) and (-'). 
(b) g is distributive with respect o O. 
(c) and dually, g o f= Id L. 
(d) fog~_IdLs and dually, IdLs~_37og 
(e) g 037= Id L and dually, g o f= Idj. 
(f) f _~f  
(g) g cff.  
PROPOSITION 3. (a) I f  X ¢ L is a global invariant, then f (X )  and f (X)  
are two sets of local invariants. 
(b) I f  YC  L s is a set of local invariants, then g(Y) and ],(Y) are 
global &variants. 
Proof. (a) If X~ p~e (X), then 37(X)~_f(p~e(X)) and by Property 3(e), 
37(p~e(X))--:f(p~e(go37)(X)). Thus, 37(X) satisfies the inequality 
Y~fo  p'~e o g(Y). Also, if post(X)_~X, then f(post(X)) %f(X)  and by 
Property3(e), f (post(X))=f(post(~,of)(X)) .  Thus, f (X )  satisfies the 
inequality fo  post o if(Y) ~ Y. 
(b) If Y~37o p'(e og(y), then g(Y)~go37o p'(eg(Y) and by Property 
3(e), g(Y) ~ p~e o g(Y). Also, i f fo  post o if(Y) _~ Y, then ~ o f°  post o if(Y) 
~(Y) and by Property 3(e), post o if(Y)~_ if(Y), II 
According to Proposition 3, given an invariant X it is possible to associate 
with X via f or j 7two SLI's and given a SLI Y it is possible to assocate with 
it via g or ff two invariants (in principle, the same invariant can be obtained 
from different SLI's as g and ~ are not one-to-one). The question arises 
whether it is possible to find a bijection b, b:L-~L' ,  where L'  is a sub- 
lattice of L S, such that: b(X)= Y if and only if "X is an invariant" is 
equivalent to "Y is a SLI." If such a bijection exists, then every proof made 
by using invariants can be made by using SLI's. The following proposition 
gives an answer to this question: 
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PROPOSITION 4. (a) For any X ~ L, X is an invariant if and only if f (X) 
is an SLI. 
(b) For any X ~ L, X is an invariant if and only if f (X) is an SLI. 
Proof (a) If X is an invariant, then f (X )  is a SLI according to 
Proposition 3(a). Conservely, if for some X C L, f (X )  C fo  ~e o g(f(X)),  
then gof (X)Cgofo~' (eog( f (X) )  and by Properties 3(c) and 3(e), 
x= fie(X). 
(b) A similar proof can be carried out. I 
Proposition 4 proves the existence of bijections between the global 
invariants of L and the SLI s of the sub-lattices defined by Ira(f) (image of 
f )  and Im(f).  It is easy to prove that they are, respectively, identical to 
[(O)i, (Pi)i] and [(fii)i, (Q)i]. Proposition 5 gives a characterization f the 
SLI s of these two lattices and suggests two different, more restrictive but 
sufficient definitions for local invariants. 
PROPOSITION 5. (a) Y is a SLI, y c (Pi)i if and only if 
yc  f o p~e o g( Y). 
(b) Y is a SLI, (C)i c_ y if and only if f o post o ~(y) ___ Y. 
Proof. (a) By Property 3(f), fo  ~e o g(Y) C_fo f ie o g(y). Thus, if Y 
satisfies yc fo  f ie o g(Y), then it is a SLI and in addition (Yi)ic_ (Pi)~. If 
(Yi)i c (p;)~ and (Y~)i C_f o p~e o g(Y~)~ then, (Y~)~ c_ (p~)~ f  o p~e o g(Y~)i = 
f o fife o g( r~)~. 
(b) A similar proof can be carried out. | 
III.2. Using the Results on Connections between Lattices 
A large part of the results presented so far could be obtained by observing 
that f, g, and their duals can be used to define connections between the 
lattices L and L s and by applying well-known properties thereof (Ore, 1944). 
Nevertheless, we have not adopted such a presentation fearing that it would 
be too abstract and hide the approach followed in the study of the different 
notions of local invariant. 
Connections eem to be a very useful tool for studying correspondences 
between partially ordered sets. In the domain of program verification, they 
have been used in Cousot and Cousot (1980) to compare different program 
proof methods. 
Below we recall some results on connections and representations between 
lattices and show how they can be applied in order to establish correspon- 
dences between invariants and SLIs. Most of the results given have been 
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proved in the original paper of Ore. Our presentation follows that of Sanchis 
(1977). 
Definitions and notations. Given two lattices L and L',  we represent by 
[L _~m L']  the set of the monotonic functions from L into L'. A connection 
between L and L'  is a pair of functions (h, j) such that hC [L~mL' ] ,  
jC  [L' ~m L], h oj  o h = h and j o h o j= j .  Notice that by properties 3(c) 
and 3(e) the pairs of functions (f, g), (f,g) (f,,g,), and (J~ g~) are connections 
between L and L s. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let (h,j) be a connection between L and L'. Then, h 
restricted to Im(j) is an isomorphism from Im(j) onto Ira(h) and j restricted 
to Im(h) is an isomorphism from Im(h) onto Ira(j). 
PROPOSITION 7. Let (h,j) be a connection between L and L'. The 
following eonditions are equivalent: 
(a) h oj  = Id L, (respectively, j o h = IdL), 
(b) j is one-to-one (respectively, h is one-to-one), 
(c) h is surjeetive (respectively, j is surjeetive). 
As an application of Proposition 7, and by using Property 3(c), one can 
find that f and f are one-to-one and that g and ff are surjective. Thus, from 
Proposition 6, L is isomorphic to Im(f)  and Ira(f) and the restrictions of g 
and ff on them are isomorphisms from Im(f)  and Ira(f) onto L. 
Furthermore, Proposition 3 can be considered as an application of the 
following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let (h,j) be a connection between L and L' such that 
joh=Id  L andrC[L~L] .  
(a) X c F(X) iff h(X) satisfies the inequality Y ~ h o F oj(y). 
(b) I f  Y c_ h o V o j(Y), then j (Y)  satisfies the inequality X ~ F(X). 
Proof (a )X~F(X)  implies h(X)~h oF(X) which is equivalent to 
h(X)~_ h o Foj(h(X)) .  Also, if h(X) satisfies Y%h o Fo j (y )  we have 
h(X) ~ h o F o j o h(X). This is equivalent to h(X) c h o F(X) from which one 
obtains, j o h(X) ~_ j o h o F(X) equivalent to Y ~ F(X). 
(b) A similar proof can be carried out. II 
DEFINITION. A representation between two lattices L and L' is a pair of 
functions (h, j) such that hC[L~mL' ] ,  jE [L ' -~mL] ,  I d ,~ joh  and 
h o jGIdL, .  Obviously, if (h,j) is a representation, then it is a connection 
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while the converse is not true. It can be easily verified that among the 
connections (J~ g), (f, g), (f, g-), (J~ ~) only the pairs (f, g) and (J~ if) define 
representations. 
PROPOSITION 9. Let h and j be two functions such that h C [L --+ m L ' ] 
and j E [L' ~m L ]. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) (h,j) is a representation between L and L'. 
(b) VXCL,  g r@L ' (h (X)c_  rc>xc_ j (y ) ) .  
(c) h is distributive w.r.t. U and j=2r .  U{XIh(X)c_ Y}. 
(d) j is distributive w.r.t, n and h =2X-  n{Yc_j (Y)}.  
As an application of this proposition the results of Proposition 4 can be 
obtained. In particular, a consequence of Proposition 9(d) and 9(c) is that 
f (g (Y ) )  is the least SLI corresponding (via g) to the same global invariant 
g(Y) and that97(g(Y)) is the greatest SLI corresponding (via g~) to the same 
global invariant g(Y). In Figure 1 we show the relations between the three 
different definitions of SLIs. The pairs ( fog ,  fog) ,  ( fo~,  fo  g) are 
connections of L s and ( fo g, 97o g) is a representation of L s. These three 
pairs establish correspondences between the solutions of the inequalities 
defining the different notions of local invariants (for example, if 
U C fo  p'fe o g(U), then 970 g(U) is a solution of 97o post o if(Z) c_ Z). 
X E pTe(X) 
Id L 





Y E ~opTeog(y) 
IdLs 
(z) c z fog 
fopostog(y) ~ Y 
FIGURE 1 
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IV. SL I  s WITH RESPECT TO A PARTITION 
In this section we show how the relations Ycfop ' (eog(y)  and 
fo  post o if(Y) ~_ Y can be simplified when Y is a SLI defined with respect o 
a partition. The approach followed is inspired by Bllickle (1973). The aim is 
to show that the notion of invariant assertion, commonly used for proving 
programs, can be deduced from our definition of local invariants when 
additional hypotheses concerning the structure of a transition system are 
adopted. In particular, the given results are applied to the case of finite 
control schemata which is an abstract model for sequential flowchart 
programs. It is shown that the canonical set of equations (Blickle (1973) of a 
program can be obtained from the fixed point equations characterizing SLI s. 
IV.1. The General Case 
Let S - (Q, ~)  be a transition system and P = (P1 .... , Ps) a partition of Q. 
This partition induces a partition PR of s × s blocks on -~ 
PR = (Rij)i:}=-]~sl with R~i = --'N(Pi × P), 
i.e., Ris= {(q,q ' )E Q × Q[q~q'  and Pi(q) and Pj(q')}. In the sequel we 
denote by pre[R] the predicate transformer pre associated with the transition 
sy'stem (Q, R). 
PROPOSITION 10. Let S = (Q,~) be a transition system, P= (Pi)~-i a 
partition of Q and PR = (Rij)iiij:Sl',~ the induced partition on~.  Then, 
U= ( Ui)~_ 1 is a SLI such that U ~ P if and only if 
l I s ui_~P~n pTe[Ro.l(uj) 
j= l  i=1 
Proof. According to Proposition 5, U = (Ui)~= 1 is a SLI such that U ~_ P 
iff U~fo  p~e[--* ] o g(U). We have, 
(i 
= N N p~elR~jl(fi~ u UD. 
U k 
By the dual of Property 2(c), p're[Rij](fi kU Uk) = p'(e[Rij](fik) U 
p{e[Rij](Uk), because pre[Rij](fi~)n pre[Rij](U~)= 0. The sets pre[Ru](fik) 
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and pre[Rij](Uk) are disjoint as Uk~_P k implies that if jCk ,  then 
pre[Rij](Uk)=O and if j=  k, then pre[Rik](fik)= O. Futhermore, if k=j,  
then p~e[Rij](fik)U p'~e[Rij](Uk) is equal to p~e[Ru](U]), because in this case 
p~e[R;j](fij) _~ ~e[Rij](Ui). By noticing that for k 4=j, 
p~e[R~jl(Vj) ~ p~e[Rijl(Pj) ~ ~e[Rijl(Pk u Vk) 
one can obtain 
(-') ~e[Rgjl(fik U Uk) = P '{e[R i j l (V j ) .  
k 
Thus, p~e[-~log(U)=("} o. p~e[Rgi](Uj) and U~_fop're[~]og(U) is 
equivalent to the set of inequalities 
l I ur Pr 63 (3 pTe[Rijl(Uj) /j r= l  
If i vs r, then Pr c_ fig ~_ ~e[Ru](Uj). So, the preceding inequalities can be 
simplified 
l I s Ui~--Pi~ 0 P'{e[Rg]I(Ui) 
j= l  /=1 
The converse can be shown by reversing this proof. I 
PROPOSITION 11. Let S = (Q,~) be a transition system, P= (Pi)~=~ 
(1~ ~i,j=s,s a partition of Q and Pg=t..i j jgd=L1 the induced partition on~. 
Z s Then Z=(  i);=1 is a SLI such that Pi~_Zi, i~ [1, s] tf and only if 
U s i=1 p°st[Rgj](Zi) ~-- Z]}~=I. 
Proof According to Proposition 5, Z--(Z/)~= 1 is a SLI such that 
fiic_Zi, iC [1, s], i f f fo post[--+] og(Z)~_Z. We have, 
post[-~] o o~(Z)= post [URu]  o ~(z)=Upost[R~]og(Z)ij 
U 
= U U post[RijI(Pk 63 Zk). 
U k 
By Property 2(c) (after substitution of pre by post), post[Rij](PkCqZk)= 
post[Ri]](Pk) (-3 post[Rij](Zk) , as p~st[Rii](Pk) U p~st[Rij](Zk) = Q. It can 
be proved that p~st[Ris](Pk)U p~st[Ru](Zk)= Q by observing that: 
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(i) If k = i, then Pj. ___ pS~st[Rij](P_k). Furthermore, post[Rij](Pi)_~_ Pj 
implies fijc_p&st[Rij](fii) and from Pi~_Zi we deduce p~st[R~j](Pi)___ 
p~st[Rij](Zi). So,_ fir ~- p~st[RiJ](fii) ~- p~st[Rij](Zi) = p~st[RiJ](Z~) and 
consequently Pj U Pj. _~ p~st[Rij](Pk) U p~st[Rij](Zk) 
(ii) If k 4= i, then P; ~_ fi~ ~_ Z k implies p~st[R~j](P~)  pgst[Rij.](Zk). 
Futhermore, p~st[Rij](Pi) = post [Rij](fii) = ~J = Q. So, post[R~i](Zk) = Q. 
Notice that if k=i ,  then post[Rij](Pk)C3post[Rij](Zk) is equal to 
post[Rij](Zi) since post[Rij](Zi)gpost[Rij](Q)=post[Rii](Pi). Also, if 
k4= i, post[Ri~](Pk) = O. Thus, post [~]o  g(Z) = (.-)iv p°st[R~i](Zi) and 
fo  post[-4 ] o g(Z) ~_ Z is equivalent o the inequalities 
u post[R~j](Zi) cZr  
i j  r= l  
If r4=j, then post[Rij}(Zi)~Pj grit" So, the preceding inequalities can be 
simplified, 
. ? I t_) post[RLi](Zi ) ~ Zi • j = 
The converse can be shown by reversing this proof. | 
IV.2. Application: Finite Control Schemata 
The following definition is obtained by simplication of the definition of 
finite control algorithm given in Blickle (1973). 
DEFINITION. A Finite Control Schema (FCS) is a triple (D, V, INS), 
where D is an arbitrary set of data; - -  V is a finite set of labels representing 
control points, V~D = O (for convenience we take V= {1 ..... s} ; -  INS is 
a finite set of triples called instructions. An instruction is an element of 
V × R × V, where R is the set of binary relations on D. 
An FCS is considered to be a transition system S= (Q, -4) with 
Q ~_ V × D and (v, d)-4 (v', d') if and only if there exists an  instruction 
(v,R', v') such that dR'd'. Clearly, sequential flowchart programs (deter- 
ministic or not) can be modelled as finite control schemata. Given a FCS, 
consider the partition P=(P~)v~v on V×D defined by P~= {(v',d) C 
V×Dlv '= v}, i.e., two states belong to the same block of this partition if 
they have the same control component. Let PR = (Rij)i,j~v be the partition 
induced by P on -4. That is, 
Rij = {((i, d), (j, d')) I SR '(i, R ' , j )  C INS and dR'd' }. 
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Denote by r;j the relation on D obtained from R;j by dropping the control 
components 
rig = {(d, d')l((i, d), (j, d')) E Rij }. 
Consider a SLI U= (Ui);~ v with respect o P such that U_c P. According to 
Proposition 10 
Ui c_p,N pfe [R,j](Uj) 
j= l  i= J  
Suppose that, for i C V, U; is of the form U; = Pi ('3 Ai, where Ai is a unary 
predicate on D. Since pre[R~g](/sj)= O we find 
p'?e[R;j](P g N A]) = p~e[R;j](P2) n p'?e[R~il(A i ) 
= Q n pTe[R, .l(A ) = p e[r jl(A ). 
By substituting P~ N A; for U~ the preceding inequalities become 
l I s P iNA;  c_P;(-3 p'(e[rij](Aj) 
j= l  i=1"  
Thus, the A~'s must satisfy the inequalities 
A t c_ ~e[r~](Ai 
j= l  i= l  
A similar development can be made for a SLI Z = (Zi) ~_J of a transition 
system, associated with a given FCS, such that 
U post[R;jl(Zi) c_ Zj 
i= l  .i = 1 
Suppose that Z~ is of the form Z; =/5  U B~, where B i is a unary predicate on 
D. We have 
post JR;j](/5; U Bi) = post [R;j](fii) U post[Ri]](Bi) 
= post[Rij](Bi) (because post[Rij](fii) = ~) 
= post[r;g](Bi). 
By substituting/5 U B; for Z;, the preceding inequalities become 
+ I' u post[r;j](Bi) c/5i U Bj 
/=1 j= l  
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Thus, the Bi's must satisfy the inequalities 
l0 I s post[rijl(B i) ~ Bj 
i 1 j=  1 
Proposition 12 shows that the approaches consisting of propagating 
invariant assertions on data, backward or forward, are equivalent. 
PROPOSITION 12. For a given finite control schema 
l I s I Aic  p'(e[rijl(A fl iff post rii (Ai)~Ai 
,j = 1 i = 1 i 1 .i = 1 
Proof. A i ~_ ('1~=1 p'(e[ru](Ai) for i~[1 ,  s], implies, 
post[rik](Ai) c-- post[rik l (.j@, P'(e[ri.il(Ai) 
for i, k C [ 1, s[, implies, 
post[rik](Ai) ~ ~) post[rik] O p'(e[r~i (A,) 
j l 
for i,k C [1, s], implies 
post[rik](Ai)~_Ak for i, kC [1,s], 
because 
post[rikl o pTe[r,.jl(Ai) ~ post[rik] o ~e[r,k ](Ak) % Ak. 
j=  1 
post[rikl(Ai) c_ A k for i, k C [ l, s] is equivalent to 
post[rik}(Ai) c-Akfor kC Ii,sl. 
i=1 
A similar proof can be made for the converse. | 
V. CONCLUSION 
Starting from a definition of a set of local invariants for transition systems 
it has been shown that this definition is sufficiently general in the sense that 
any invariant property can be proved by using local invariants with respect 
to an arbitrary cover P. When a transition system represents a sequential 
program, the definition of local invariant induces the notion of invariant 
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assertion commonly used in proofs. In this case, the fixed point equations 
characterizing local invariants can be simplified to obtain semantical 
equations of programs. 
Throughout his study the results on connections between lattices have 
been proved very useful. They allowed the discoverery of two more 
restrictive definitions for local invariants. In our opinion, these results 
provide a general frame for studying the problem of the decomposition of a 
global assertion into s local assertions by using connections (h, j) such that 
j o h = Id  L, between the lattice of the global assertions L and a product 
lattice L 1 × ... × L~ (the ith local assertion belongs to L;). Clearly, a main 
problem concerning the application of this approach is the choice of 
adequate decompositions L1 X ... X Ls and functions h, j  such that the local 
assertions obtained could be interpreted as "signifiant" local properties. For 
example, due to Proposition 8, any relation of the type Y~_ h o p'fe o j (y )  
with j o h = Id  L, could be taken as a definition for a set of local invariants Y. 
However, for arbitrary h and j, the interpretation of the elements of Y 
obtained from this definition does not necessarily correspond to some 
intuitive idea of local invariant. 
The approach presented provides a unified view of concepts and results 
concerning sequential systems. We believe that its application to concurrent 
systems can prove to be interesting not only from a theoretical but also from 
a practical point of view. 
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